
What Women Say
For the first time since surgery I 

was able to get a good night sleep!

I love this bra. It’s my 3rd breast
surgery this year and I wish I had

this bra for the other ones.

I feel very comfortable all day while
wearing BraLisa. I am currently in
post-cancer treatment and I feel

well-protected and tucked-in
from this bra.

I love this bra. It's perfect for after
surgery. The adjustability 

and its overall softness is really
perfect. Anyone who tries it  

will love it!

Questions/Orders
Go to BraLisa.com or scan this
QR code

Bra Features

Made with soft organic cotton grown
without the use of toxic pesticides. A
hint of spandex provides moderate
compression.  

HOOK & EYE FRONT CLOSURE
Makes it easy for nurses to fasten the
bra on patients and for women to do
it themselves.

HIGH UNDERARM COVERAGE
Prevents scars from rubbing on clothes.

SEAMLESS CUPS 
Protects nipples from rough, unlined
seams.

FRONT ADJUSTABLE STRAPS 
Meets the needs of different body types.

LATEX-FREE
Eliminates possible allergic reactions
to rubber-based elastic.
    
FULL BACK COVERAGE
Minimizes pressure on shoulders.

SEWN INSIDE OUT 
Shields incisions from seams that can
rub, poke, and burn.

®

ORGANIC COTTON

The Post-Op Bra
Women Want To Wear 

 

It's the most comfortable bra
I have ever worn!



Women Need A 
Better Bra To Heal
BraLisa is a soft, supportive, and
comfortable bra for women healing
from breast surgery. We designed
BraLisa with over one million women
in mind who undergo some type of
breast surgery in the U.S. each year..

Our aim is to help women heal by
making a bra that gently supports
their breasts. After a year of testing
bra styles on post-op patients, we
designed a bra that women love!

Most post-op bras are produced
overseas using  synthetic fabric that
can itch and cause debilitating skin
irritations. The seams and elastic
band are often rough and unlined,
causing immense discomfort. This
can prevent relaxation and proper
healing. 

BraLisa is different. 

All Post-Op Bras 
Are Not Equal

Our Survey
Research
Ninety-seven percent of the women
BraLisa surveyed, who have had
breast surgeries, agree that it is
impossible to find a comfortable bra
to support their recovery. Bras given
to them by their surgeon or that they
purchased, poke and scratch in all
the places where the bra touches
their incisions. Virtually no one found
a bra they could wear comfortably all
day and night.

Women Deserve
Better
Our research shows that most women
remain silent about their post-op bra
discomfort. We created BraLisa to
break the silence and revolutionize the
post-op bra industry. BraLisa can meet
the needs of women who have had a
breast augmentation, lift, reduction,
biopsy lumpectomy, mastectomy, and
reconstruction. Our soft, moderate
compression bra promotes deep
healing. There's nothing else like it!

A Post-Op Bra
Women Can Wear  
All Day, Everyday

 

BraLisa's soft feel    
and moderate compression

promotes deep healing 


